Implicit Racism

with China and Japan. Subsequently, Asian migrations
remained subject to the very strict national-origins system
that otherwise remained in place, thus ensuring that
permitting migration from Asian countries did not in
any significant way alter the fact that only miniscule
numbers of Asian migrants would be allowed entry to
the United States. This changed dramatically after the
1965 amendments to U.S. immigration law took effect.
Notably, because of the absolute interruption in Asian
migration during the Exclusion Era, new provisions for
family reunification were very often irrelevant—at least
initially—for people seeking to migrate from Asia.
Therefore, the law’s explicit preferences for professional
or otherwise highly skilled migrants were commonly the
only avenue available. In this way, the law effectively
predetermined a middle-class social composition for the
new Asian migrations. Over time, however, family reunification provisions created opportunities for somewhat
greater class diversity in subsequent waves of Asian
migration. Meanwhile, new restrictions limiting migration from Mexico and other Latin American countries
ensured that the already massive Latino labor migrations
would not only be overwhelmingly working-class in character, but also rigidly locked into a degraded social condition due to the legal vulnerability of these migrant’s
undocumented immigration status.
Since the late 1960s and early 1970s, Latinos and
Asians have provided the vast majority of new migrants
to the United States. These recent migrations are simply
incomprehensible, however, without a critical appreciation
of the instrumental role of the law in hierarchically evaluating, ranking, mobilizing, and regulating them. The operations of U.S. laws of citizenship and immigration reveal
decisive features that determined how the variously racialized identities of Latinos and Asians have been profoundly
shaped in historically specific relation to the U.S. policy.
Furthermore, the racialized experiences of these nonEuropean migrations reveal crucial aspects of how the
wider U.S. sociopolitical order of white supremacy has
continually been maintained and reproduced, not only in
relation to its own internal racial dynamics but also in
ever-changing relation to the rest of the globe.
Border Crossings and Human Rights; Border
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Domestic Workers; Immigration, Race, and Women;
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IMPLICIT RACISM
Situated within the discussion of racism in the United
States and elsewhere, particularly in relation to the study
of social psychology, the term implicit racism is often
erroneously used in oppositional comparison to explicit
racism. Explicit racism is overt and often intentional, for
it is practiced by individuals and institutions that openly
embrace racial discrimination and hold prejudicial attitudes toward racially defined groups, which they assume
to be scientifically identified through genetics. Implicit
racism, however, is not the opposite of explicit racism but
a different, yet no less harmful, form of racism. Implicit
racism, broadly defined, refers to an individual’s utilization of unconscious biases when making judgments
about people from different racial and ethnic groups.
According to a number of observers, implicit racism is
an automatic negative reaction to someone of a different
race or ethnicity than one’s own. Underlying and unconscious racist attitudes are brought forth when a person is
faced with race-related triggers, including preconceived
phenotypic differences or assumed cultural or environmental associations. Since this type of racism lies beyond the
awareness of the person displaying the attitudes or actions,
it is quite possible for someone to report that they hold few,
if any, overt racist ideologies and yet display implicit racism
in their everyday interactions with people of different racial
groups. In particular, this can occur among whites when
they are confronted by others not perceived as white. As
ENCYCLOPEDIA OF RACE AND RACISM
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discussed by the sociologist Joe Feagin, examples of everyday racism can include such things as being treated differently when exchanging money at cash registers, being
seated at bad tables in restaurants, or being assigned undesirable rooms when checking into hotels. Each of these
scenarios is a possible result of the implementation of
implicit racism.
Project Implicit is a large and somewhat controversial
psychological study that was designed as a demonstration
project at Yale University in 1998 and later taken over by
researchers from Harvard University, University of Virginia, and University of Washington. The study utilizes
Internet testing as a primary research tool for subject
recruitment and data gathering. The goal of the Implicit
Association Test is to explore the ‘‘unconscious roots of
thinking and feeling’’ in the contexts of particular words
and pictures associated with gender, sexuality, age, weight,
race, and other areas. In reference to implicit racism, it
explores reactions to factors such as skin tone, ethnic
groups, and race. The goal of these tests is to gauge participants’ implicit preference for one group in comparison to
another through responses to representative stimuli.
An average of 15,000 tests per week have been completed in the seven years Project Implicit has been gathering
data via the Internet, for a total of 4.5 million tests administered and over 200 investigations published. Researchers
have uncovered four main results from this large data set:
People are unaware of their implicit biases, biases are
pervasive, implicit biases predict behavior, and people differ
in their levels of implicit bias. Specific to implicit racism,
people harbor negative associations in reference to particular racial groups while reporting that they hold no such
biases, resulting in statistically significant racial preferences
such as 75 to 80 percent of white and Asian Americans
showing an implicit racial preference for whites over African Americans. Individuals with higher levels of implicit
racial prejudice engage in acts of discrimination including
lower levels of friendliness, lack of racial inclusion, and
lower evaluations of performance in the workplace.
Implicit racism has taken hold in our everyday lives,
where decisions about individuals and groups continue to
be based on racial identifications dictated by perceived
clues pertaining to racial group membership. These splitsecond decisions are based upon non-definitive sensorial
associations including, but not limited to, skin color,
speech patterns, hair texture, and clothing style. In this
day and age of many professing color-blind ideologies,
there is strong evidence to show that a large portion of the
population, albeit subconsciously, continues to discriminate according to race. Lines are drawn between individuals based on difference, in particular those not perceived
as fitting into a category of white. As a result, limitations
are placed on minorities in a myriad of societal arenas
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resulting in everyday racism, relatively low possibilities for
interracial friendship formation, and inadequate access to
and mobility within housing, education, and jobs.
SEE ALSO
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INDIAN BOARDING
SCHOOLS
In the fifty years following the American Civil War, federal
Indian policymakers eagerly embraced boarding schools to
assimilate Native people according to white, middle-class
sensibilities. Convinced that race was not a limiting factor in
the transformation of Indian culture, reformers embraced
ideas that Thomas Jefferson and Albert Gallatin had articulated early in the nineteenth century, and they sought to
remold Indian cultures by imposing new American models
of behavior. Their optimism was short-lived, however, and
the boarding schools had foundered by the turn of the twentieth century, when policymakers, politicians, and the public
accepted an increasingly racialized and negative view of Indians and their cultures. The Indian school system was compromised and then largely destroyed when appeals to
racialized thinking convinced policymakers that education
for Native people was a waste of time, money, and effort.
RESHAPING AMERICAN INDIAN
CULTURE

The U.S. government relied on a variety of programs to
remold Native cultures between 1870 and 1920, but
boarding schools quickly became a key element in the era’s
coercive assimilation policies. Schools could be built everywhere, they were less expensive than military action, and
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